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Lesson: 05-14-2020

Objective/Learning Target: 



Masterpiece 
Monday

Take a closer 
look at a Famous 
Artist and their 
work

Technique 
Tuesday

Practice Skills 
Known and new 
techniques

What’s Up 
Wednesday

Explore a 
technique or 
Artist happening 
somewhere in the 
world right now! 

 Thumbnail 
Thursday

Small, loose 
sketches of 
objects we find 
or design 
concepts

Figure 
Friday

Figure drawing 
challenges



The intersection of Art and Fashion
Begin today by following this Google Arts and Culture story 
regarding the interaction between the Art world and the 
Fashion world: https://artsandculture.google.com/story/the-love-affair-between-fashion-and-art/XgKyfdx7wqN8KA

Do you see an influence of art in day to day modern fashion?

What influence does popular culture and art play in fashion?

https://artsandculture.google.com/story/the-love-affair-between-fashion-and-art/XgKyfdx7wqN8KA


See how one 
Fashion student 
uses Thumbnails 
in their 
creative process 
to Make their 
Final designs:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=367veujwj_Y


Thumbnail Thursday
Today we will be thinking 
about our personal fashion 
taste & how art and design 
impact that. We will take 
our personal preferences 
and our skills from 
previous weeks of 
practicing human figure 
drawings to create our own 
unique fashion thumbnail 
sketches. 

Note: If you happen to 
look up any fashion 
figure drawings as 
inspiration you may 
notice that the 
figures are often 
taller and slimmer 
than the average 
human. You may draw 
your figures to your 
preference!



The Elements and Principles 
As an artist, when we look at anything with visual 
components (yes, even clothes) we should be looking at why 
or why not we feel those visual designs are successful and 
aesthetically pleasing. We begin doing this by thinking 
first about the elements and principles we see in use. 

Elements→ line, shape, color, texture, form, space, value

Principles→ balance, pattern, unity, movement, rhythm, 
emphasis, contrast



Personal Aesthetic
Remember a few weeks ago when we talked about our 

personal aesthetic? Your personal taste and style. I want 
you to think about that in regards to fashion. (even if you do 
not consider yourself very fashion forward, no worries, I am not either) 

Come up with a few thumbnails of your own. 

Maybe you will develop a sports theme, comfort/lounge wear, 
professional/dressy clothes, everyday or even work clothes. 

You should think about purpose, color, cut, and practicality 
in your designs. 

Check out the next few slides to gain some inspiration to get started!



Your designs 
could be very 
detailed and 
precise or you 
may want to 
keep them more 
gestural. Try 
both and see 
what you like 
more.

Feel free to 
look up more 
inspiration 
pictures as 
you go, but be 
sure to 
develop your 
own thoughts 
and ideas.



Feel free to 
incorporate 
writing, 
color, 
pattens, 
collaged 
papers, or 
even 
different  
accessories 
into your 
thumbnails. 

Have fun 
with the 
process!
 





Fashion choices
Think about what inspires what you wear, or your dream 
wardrobe:

-Is it the colors, patterns or brands? 

-Why are certain brands popular?

-Are people more drawn to certain brands based on things 
like age, what they do for a living, or where they come 
from? Why might this be?



Additional Resources 
This Google Arts and Culture story regarding Italian Fashion 
Sketches could be an inspiration in developing fashion 
thumbnails of your own: 
https://artsandculture.google.com/exhibit/sorelle-fontana-illustrating-the-glamour-of-italian-fashion/DwLi5l
N1t-YmLQ

Check out how this artist uses his fashion designs as a 
finished art piece: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qVsphwuA4MM

https://artsandculture.google.com/exhibit/sorelle-fontana-illustrating-the-glamour-of-italian-fashion/DwLi5lN1t-YmLQ
https://artsandculture.google.com/exhibit/sorelle-fontana-illustrating-the-glamour-of-italian-fashion/DwLi5lN1t-YmLQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qVsphwuA4MM


Posters we use to 
teach you...





How to show us 
your 

creations...
We’d
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